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three determined heroines three wildly different men all at one incredible price 4 99
share their joys their frustrations their adventures in these delicious new books
burning moon by jo watson when her fiancé dumps her ten minutes before she s
supposed to walk down the aisle lilly goes a little crazy she also goes to thailand on
the trip that was supposed to be her honeymoon lilly gets arrested sets herself on
fire and maybe just maybe finds new love girls guide to getting it together by
amber lindley inspired by a confidence boosting guide she finds in a magazine
megan decides it s time to transform her life but she can t even manage to buy a
bra that fits or cook a real meal what are the chances that number six ask a guy
who you think is way out of your league out on a date is going to lead to anything
but disaster rookie in love by sarah white madeline s family has her whole life
mapped out for her she ll forget about her youthful dreams marry a junior executive
at her father s company and produce some photogenic grandchildren but on the
night of her twenty first birthday she meets jackson and jackson changes
everything i can t figure out what to make of this handsome mysterious man a
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mysterious man calling himself damon appears in front of helen in london and says
he s there to pick her up apparently her billionaire grandfather has fallen ill and his
one last wish is to meet his granddaughter helen is enraged that the man who
disowned her mother after she eloped is now demanding to meet her despite his
harsh treatment helen s mother missed him terribly until her dying day confused
about what to do helen can t help crying and is shocked when damon suddenly
kisses her the year is 1862 prospectors swarm over the sierra nevada hunting for
gold desperadoes roam the range and the indians are on the warpath dr henry
lockhart is so busy setting broken bones that he hasn t any time for women just as
well there s hardly a woman worth thinking about in the entire nevada territory then
erica james appears out of nowhere erica is different she wears running shoes totes
around a contraption she calls a video camera and says she s from the future from
1989 to be exact read this classic romance by usa today bestselling author carole
mortimer now available for the first time in e book he will claim her as his wife
elizabeth farnham has learned that there s a fine line between love and hate once
she had loved dynamic quinn taylor now she despises him how could she not when
he seems responsible for the death of her cousin but thanks to her grandfather s
matchmaking scheme quinn has returned to claim elizabeth for his own the
attraction between them is sizzling as always and elizabeth soon discovers that no
matter what the cost quinn is determined have her as his wife originally published
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in 1987 mckennas always stood their ground roth jerric may be drop dead gorgeous
but as her ex boss he s the last person hannah hudson wants around a stay at the
blue moon inn seemed like the answer to her prayers but finding she s sharing close
quarters with roth is hardly her idea of relaxation roth can t understand why his
existence disturbs hannah so much and can t understand just why he cares
disillusioned with women he s not looking for any romantic entanglement but try as
he might hannah s one woman he can t ignore zulu moon by gwen westwood
released on may 25 1981 is available now for purchase he s a man from the past
and a man with a past when harley nelson got on his motorcycle and drove out of
portland oregon 10 years ago he left behind a bad reputation and a baby audra
worthington was the reason for both well the baby anyway the reputation he
already had it s why rich girl audra fell for him in the first place now audra s dead
his son brandon is being raised by her family good girl lauren the perfect daughter
and her uncompromising parents but harley s a self made success down in
california and he s ready to take responsibility for his son she s a woman who knows
trouble when she sees it and harley nelson s trouble he s shown up at her door
saying he wants to get to know his son 10 years too late in lauren s opinion too bad
he didn t stick by her sister audra when he got her pregnant at least that s the story
lauren s always heard and too bad he still looks so good in that black leather jacket
in this first book in a wildly addictive new series a battle begins and one kick ass
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female bartender turned demon fighter is ready for war i m dana markovitz and my
world is shifting my experience with the paranormal community was a good one
pouring shots in the creature friendly pit stop where i tend bar until last night worst
date ever a hookup with a vampire ended in a scratch from a jealous were cat
surprise i caught a cat shifting virus i should be immune or so i ve always been led
to believe for some reason the infection has riled a demon underworld that
apparently knows more about my secret past than i do they aren t thrilled with me
in fact they want me dead at least i have one normal male on my side relatively
normal i think he s on my side tell you one thing there s no way i m being put down
like a feral stray i may not know who to trust but i ll be damned if i m not fighting
back hell my claws are already starting to show this book is approximately 90 000
words buck michaels enlists the aid of amanda parr in helping him locate the
daughter he believes he fathered during his years in vietnam in the sultry heat of
an exotic land amanda is drawn to this complicated man and his quest until his
search becmes an obsession the first interstellar starship john glenn fled a solar
system populated by rogue ais and machine human hybrids threatened by too
much nanotechnology and rife with political dangers the john glenn s crew intended
to terraform the nearly pristine planet ymir in hopes of creating a utopian society
that would limit intelligent technology but by some miscalculation they have landed
in another solar system and must shape the gas giant planet harlequin s moon
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selene into a new temporary home their only hope of ever reaching ymir is to
rebuild their store of antimatter by terraforming the moon gabriel the head
terraformer must lead this nearly impossible task with all the wrong materials the
wrong ships and tools and too few resources his primary tools are the uneducated
and nearly illiterate children of the original colonists born and bred to build
harlequin s moon into an antimatter factory rachel vanowen is one of these children
basically a slave girl she must do whatever the terraforming council tells her she
knows that council monitors her actions from a circling vessel above selene s
atmosphere and is responsible for everything rachel and her people know as well as
all the skills food and knowledge they have ever received with no concept of the
future and a life defined with duty how will the children of selene ever survive once
the council is through terraforming and have abandoned selene for its ultimate goal
of ymir at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights
management software drm applied carpentaria moon by kerry allyne released on
sep 24 1987 is available now for purchase sarah knowing the misery a bad marriage
can bring throws herself single mindedly into her work but the presence of
attractive anton de ville forces her to re examine her lifestyle and question her
decision never to get involved on a holy night a spell was cast to turn a wretch into
a goddess driving on christmas night worth the heir of the drury conglomerate is
depressed after being dumped by his girlfriend suddenly a boy jumps out in front of
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him he s dirty and refuses to go to a hospital so worth takes him back to his
mansion and tells him to clean himself off when a loud noise comes from the
bathroom worth rushes in and cannot believe his eyes for the boy is a beautiful
woman who looks exactly like the goddess of his dreams mills boon presents the
complete betty neels collection timeless tales of heart warming romance by one of
the world s best loved romance authors an offer she couldn t refuse now available
as an ebook for the first time ever a classic love story filled with deep magic dark
castles brooding heroes and strong willed heroines dear reader kiss of the moonis
filled with magic curses heroes and villains it s set in medieval wales an intriguing
place filled with deep magic dark castles brooding heroes and strong willed heroines
adventure allure and avarice hide in the shadows of shadowy forests and candlelit
towers of castle prydd where an ancient prophecy is fulfilled when sorcha of prydd
comes into the world born during a tempest with hair the color of a raven s wing
eyes the blue of midnight and the kiss of the moon on skin like alabaster it s said
that whoever is born with the kiss of the moon birthmark upon his skin will rise to
become the savior of prydd no one ever expected the chosen one to be a woman
not only is this heresy but an outrage surely the fates are wrong or are they years
later sorcha s courage is sorely tested when she must save her kidnapped sister
and in doing so enters hagan of erbyn s bedchamber never intending to be seduced
by the arrogant and handsome lord she places a knife to his throat but that is just
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the beginning and soon her pulse pounds whenever he s near though she warns
herself that hagan is her sworn enemy sorcha can t convince her wayward heart
kiss of the moonis a tale of curses and lies trust and betrayal and ultimately the
power of love i hope you are captivated by it lisa jackson werewolf moon by sharon
green released on feb 22 1993 is available now for purchase the lost moon flower
by bethany campbell released on jun 23 1989 is available now for purchase
irresistible attraction natalie knew she should be grateful to flynn o rourke he d
helped her out of a sticky situation but it was hard to be indebted to a man who
strode into your life and took it over besides natalie felt she couldn t trust him flynn
seemed to have something else on his mind she could only hope that it wasn t what
was bothering her it wouldn t do for both of them to feel this overwhelming
attraction when they were all alone in the hot north african sand dreams can come
true in jennifer taylor s spellbinding new trilogy look out for tides of love next month
mills boon presents the betty neels collection timeless tales of heart warming
romance by one of the world s best loved romance authors an offer she couldn t
refuse a nursing job in holland was the only way lavinia hawkins could ensure a
home and security for herself and her young sister peta yet within weeks of arriving
she was married to the devastating professor radmer ter bavinck radmer had
assured lavinia that the marriage would be on a friendly basis only he needed a
kind stepmother for his daughter and a competent housekeeper to run his home it
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seemed to be the ideal arrangement for everyone except lavinia wish on the moon
by sally wentworth released on apr 24 1990 is available now for purchase nicky s
father had left her his share of a plantation on the pacific island of malos and she
was looking forward eagerly to her new life hunter s moon by carole mortimer
released on oct 25 1994 is available now for purchase night of yellow moon by flora
kidd released on nov 23 1979 is available now for purchase discovering a decades
old plane crash pushes a woman into a world of mystery and danger in this
romantic suspense novel by a new york times bestseller lost in the frozen woods of
new hampshire penelope chestnut discovers the wreckage of a small plane an
aviator herself she sees clues to a conspiracy in the rusted out remains rumors of
her discovery bring wyatt sinclair to cold spring determined to put to rest a family
scandal and learn what really happened to his legendary uncle who had
disappeared with his adventuress lover years earlier as wyatt and penelope
investigate old motives are uncovered and new ones created including a growing
attraction between the pair but when an unknown enemy emerges with a violence
rooted in desperation uncovering the truth will be far less problematic than
surviving it originally published in 1999 praise for kiss the moon tantalizing
mysteries a thrilling climax neggers has fun with various red herrings while keeping
the real secret a surprise to the very last publishers weekly devil moon by margaret
way released on nov 24 1988 is available now for purchase 9 months later
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moonstruck dr danni goodlove would like to blame everything on the moon if it
hadn t been full that night maybe the emergency room would have been quieter
maybe one of the e r doctors would ve had time to patch up fire fighter matt creed
maybe danni could have stayed in labour and delivery where she belonged instead
of attending matt s injuries and struggling to control her own heart rate she might
be able to blame that night on the full moon but how could she explain what
happened next matt s showing up at her medical convention in the caribbean his
crazy proposal her equally crazy acceptance and an unusual marriage ceremony
followed by her new husband s tender lovemaking and now just a the doctor s
regaining her senses she s having a baby the jones gang what every woman wants
is what evie jones has wanted all her life husband children the white picket fence
but these ordinary wishes have eluded her miserably because evie is far from
ordinary is one good man erik riggins with his ready made family could be the
answer to evie s prayers in him she s learned to believe in moonlight and magic and
the power of motherhood he s got her hoping for a miracle but can he deliver the
jones gang lives on north magdalene s jones brothers are firecrackers all but they
can t hold a candle to the females of the family



Harlequin E New Adult Romance Box Set Volume 1 2014-05-05 three determined
heroines three wildly different men all at one incredible price 4 99 share their joys
their frustrations their adventures in these delicious new books burning moon by jo
watson when her fiancé dumps her ten minutes before she s supposed to walk
down the aisle lilly goes a little crazy she also goes to thailand on the trip that was
supposed to be her honeymoon lilly gets arrested sets herself on fire and maybe
just maybe finds new love girls guide to getting it together by amber lindley
inspired by a confidence boosting guide she finds in a magazine megan decides it s
time to transform her life but she can t even manage to buy a bra that fits or cook a
real meal what are the chances that number six ask a guy who you think is way out
of your league out on a date is going to lead to anything but disaster rookie in love
by sarah white madeline s family has her whole life mapped out for her she ll forget
about her youthful dreams marry a junior executive at her father s company and
produce some photogenic grandchildren but on the night of her twenty first
birthday she meets jackson and jackson changes everything
The Moon for Lavinia 1976 i can t figure out what to make of this handsome
mysterious man a mysterious man calling himself damon appears in front of helen
in london and says he s there to pick her up apparently her billionaire grandfather
has fallen ill and his one last wish is to meet his granddaughter helen is enraged
that the man who disowned her mother after she eloped is now demanding to meet



her despite his harsh treatment helen s mother missed him terribly until her dying
day confused about what to do helen can t help crying and is shocked when damon
suddenly kisses her
MOON OF APHRODITE 2022-10-29 the year is 1862 prospectors swarm over the
sierra nevada hunting for gold desperadoes roam the range and the indians are on
the warpath dr henry lockhart is so busy setting broken bones that he hasn t any
time for women just as well there s hardly a woman worth thinking about in the
entire nevada territory then erica james appears out of nowhere erica is different
she wears running shoes totes around a contraption she calls a video camera and
says she s from the future from 1989 to be exact
Blue Moon 1989 read this classic romance by usa today bestselling author carole
mortimer now available for the first time in e book he will claim her as his wife
elizabeth farnham has learned that there s a fine line between love and hate once
she had loved dynamic quinn taylor now she despises him how could she not when
he seems responsible for the death of her cousin but thanks to her grandfather s
matchmaking scheme quinn has returned to claim elizabeth for his own the
attraction between them is sizzling as always and elizabeth soon discovers that no
matter what the cost quinn is determined have her as his wife originally published
in 1987
Orchid Moon 1987 mckennas always stood their ground



Dare to Dream 1984-01-01 roth jerric may be drop dead gorgeous but as her ex
boss he s the last person hannah hudson wants around a stay at the blue moon inn
seemed like the answer to her prayers but finding she s sharing close quarters with
roth is hardly her idea of relaxation roth can t understand why his existence
disturbs hannah so much and can t understand just why he cares disillusioned with
women he s not looking for any romantic entanglement but try as he might hannah
s one woman he can t ignore
Wish for the Moon 2019-06-10 zulu moon by gwen westwood released on may 25
1981 is available now for purchase
Wolf Moon (Mills & Boon Intrigue) 2012-09-11 he s a man from the past and a man
with a past when harley nelson got on his motorcycle and drove out of portland
oregon 10 years ago he left behind a bad reputation and a baby audra worthington
was the reason for both well the baby anyway the reputation he already had it s
why rich girl audra fell for him in the first place now audra s dead his son brandon is
being raised by her family good girl lauren the perfect daughter and her
uncompromising parents but harley s a self made success down in california and he
s ready to take responsibility for his son she s a woman who knows trouble when
she sees it and harley nelson s trouble he s shown up at her door saying he wants
to get to know his son 10 years too late in lauren s opinion too bad he didn t stick
by her sister audra when he got her pregnant at least that s the story lauren s



always heard and too bad he still looks so good in that black leather jacket
Blue Moon Bride 2006 in this first book in a wildly addictive new series a battle
begins and one kick ass female bartender turned demon fighter is ready for war i m
dana markovitz and my world is shifting my experience with the paranormal
community was a good one pouring shots in the creature friendly pit stop where i
tend bar until last night worst date ever a hookup with a vampire ended in a scratch
from a jealous were cat surprise i caught a cat shifting virus i should be immune or
so i ve always been led to believe for some reason the infection has riled a demon
underworld that apparently knows more about my secret past than i do they aren t
thrilled with me in fact they want me dead at least i have one normal male on my
side relatively normal i think he s on my side tell you one thing there s no way i m
being put down like a feral stray i may not know who to trust but i ll be damned if i
m not fighting back hell my claws are already starting to show this book is
approximately 90 000 words
Hunter's Moon 1983 buck michaels enlists the aid of amanda parr in helping him
locate the daughter he believes he fathered during his years in vietnam in the sultry
heat of an exotic land amanda is drawn to this complicated man and his quest until
his search becmes an obsession
Moon Tide 1976 the first interstellar starship john glenn fled a solar system
populated by rogue ais and machine human hybrids threatened by too much



nanotechnology and rife with political dangers the john glenn s crew intended to
terraform the nearly pristine planet ymir in hopes of creating a utopian society that
would limit intelligent technology but by some miscalculation they have landed in
another solar system and must shape the gas giant planet harlequin s moon selene
into a new temporary home their only hope of ever reaching ymir is to rebuild their
store of antimatter by terraforming the moon gabriel the head terraformer must
lead this nearly impossible task with all the wrong materials the wrong ships and
tools and too few resources his primary tools are the uneducated and nearly
illiterate children of the original colonists born and bred to build harlequin s moon
into an antimatter factory rachel vanowen is one of these children basically a slave
girl she must do whatever the terraforming council tells her she knows that council
monitors her actions from a circling vessel above selene s atmosphere and is
responsible for everything rachel and her people know as well as all the skills food
and knowledge they have ever received with no concept of the future and a life
defined with duty how will the children of selene ever survive once the council is
through terraforming and have abandoned selene for its ultimate goal of ymir at the
publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management
software drm applied
Zulu Moon 1981 carpentaria moon by kerry allyne released on sep 24 1987 is
available now for purchase



Moon Without Stars 1977 sarah knowing the misery a bad marriage can bring
throws herself single mindedly into her work but the presence of attractive anton de
ville forces her to re examine her lifestyle and question her decision never to get
involved
Shooting the Moon 2009-06-01 on a holy night a spell was cast to turn a wretch
into a goddess driving on christmas night worth the heir of the drury conglomerate
is depressed after being dumped by his girlfriend suddenly a boy jumps out in front
of him he s dirty and refuses to go to a hospital so worth takes him back to his
mansion and tells him to clean himself off when a loud noise comes from the
bathroom worth rushes in and cannot believe his eyes for the boy is a beautiful
woman who looks exactly like the goddess of his dreams
The Moon for Lavinia 1997 mills boon presents the complete betty neels collection
timeless tales of heart warming romance by one of the world s best loved romance
authors an offer she couldn t refuse
Mark of the Moon 2017-02-01 now available as an ebook for the first time ever a
classic love story filled with deep magic dark castles brooding heroes and strong
willed heroines dear reader kiss of the moonis filled with magic curses heroes and
villains it s set in medieval wales an intriguing place filled with deep magic dark
castles brooding heroes and strong willed heroines adventure allure and avarice
hide in the shadows of shadowy forests and candlelit towers of castle prydd where



an ancient prophecy is fulfilled when sorcha of prydd comes into the world born
during a tempest with hair the color of a raven s wing eyes the blue of midnight and
the kiss of the moon on skin like alabaster it s said that whoever is born with the
kiss of the moon birthmark upon his skin will rise to become the savior of prydd no
one ever expected the chosen one to be a woman not only is this heresy but an
outrage surely the fates are wrong or are they years later sorcha s courage is sorely
tested when she must save her kidnapped sister and in doing so enters hagan of
erbyn s bedchamber never intending to be seduced by the arrogant and handsome
lord she places a knife to his throat but that is just the beginning and soon her pulse
pounds whenever he s near though she warns herself that hagan is her sworn
enemy sorcha can t convince her wayward heart kiss of the moonis a tale of curses
and lies trust and betrayal and ultimately the power of love i hope you are
captivated by it lisa jackson
Lotus Moon 1995-01-25 werewolf moon by sharon green released on feb 22 1993 is
available now for purchase
Building Harlequin's Moon 2007-04-01 the lost moon flower by bethany campbell
released on jun 23 1989 is available now for purchase
Carpentaria Moon 1987-09-24 irresistible attraction natalie knew she should be
grateful to flynn o rourke he d helped her out of a sticky situation but it was hard to
be indebted to a man who strode into your life and took it over besides natalie felt



she couldn t trust him flynn seemed to have something else on his mind she could
only hope that it wasn t what was bothering her it wouldn t do for both of them to
feel this overwhelming attraction when they were all alone in the hot north african
sand dreams can come true in jennifer taylor s spellbinding new trilogy look out for
tides of love next month
Shadow Across the Moon 1994 mills boon presents the betty neels collection
timeless tales of heart warming romance by one of the world s best loved romance
authors an offer she couldn t refuse a nursing job in holland was the only way
lavinia hawkins could ensure a home and security for herself and her young sister
peta yet within weeks of arriving she was married to the devastating professor
radmer ter bavinck radmer had assured lavinia that the marriage would be on a
friendly basis only he needed a kind stepmother for his daughter and a competent
housekeeper to run his home it seemed to be the ideal arrangement for everyone
except lavinia
ONCE UPON A FULL MOON 2023-01-01 wish on the moon by sally wentworth
released on apr 24 1990 is available now for purchase
The Moon for Lavinia (Betty Neels Collection, Book 29) 2012-05-21 nicky s father
had left her his share of a plantation on the pacific island of malos and she was
looking forward eagerly to her new life
Kiss of the Moon 2012-08-07 hunter s moon by carole mortimer released on oct 25



1994 is available now for purchase
The Yellow Moon 1974-01-01 night of yellow moon by flora kidd released on nov 23
1979 is available now for purchase
Werewolf Moon 1993 discovering a decades old plane crash pushes a woman into
a world of mystery and danger in this romantic suspense novel by a new york times
bestseller lost in the frozen woods of new hampshire penelope chestnut discovers
the wreckage of a small plane an aviator herself she sees clues to a conspiracy in
the rusted out remains rumors of her discovery bring wyatt sinclair to cold spring
determined to put to rest a family scandal and learn what really happened to his
legendary uncle who had disappeared with his adventuress lover years earlier as
wyatt and penelope investigate old motives are uncovered and new ones created
including a growing attraction between the pair but when an unknown enemy
emerges with a violence rooted in desperation uncovering the truth will be far less
problematic than surviving it originally published in 1999 praise for kiss the moon
tantalizing mysteries a thrilling climax neggers has fun with various red herrings
while keeping the real secret a surprise to the very last publishers weekly
Flamingo Moon 1978 devil moon by margaret way released on nov 24 1988 is
available now for purchase
The Lost Moon Flower 1989-06-23 9 months later moonstruck dr danni goodlove
would like to blame everything on the moon if it hadn t been full that night maybe



the emergency room would have been quieter maybe one of the e r doctors would
ve had time to patch up fire fighter matt creed maybe danni could have stayed in
labour and delivery where she belonged instead of attending matt s injuries and
struggling to control her own heart rate she might be able to blame that night on
the full moon but how could she explain what happened next matt s showing up at
her medical convention in the caribbean his crazy proposal her equally crazy
acceptance and an unusual marriage ceremony followed by her new husband s
tender lovemaking and now just a the doctor s regaining her senses she s having a
baby
Desert Moon 2011-07-15 the jones gang what every woman wants is what evie
jones has wanted all her life husband children the white picket fence but these
ordinary wishes have eluded her miserably because evie is far from ordinary is one
good man erik riggins with his ready made family could be the answer to evie s
prayers in him she s learned to believe in moonlight and magic and the power of
motherhood he s got her hoping for a miracle but can he deliver the jones gang
lives on north magdalene s jones brothers are firecrackers all but they can t hold a
candle to the females of the family
Hunter's Moon 2000
Moon Over the Alps 1983
The Moon For Lavinia (Betty Neels Collection) 2013-04-01



Wish on the Moon 1990
Plantation Moon 1978
Hunter's Moon 1994-10-25
Night of Yellow Moon 1979-11-23
Kiss the Moon 2019-05-13
Devil Moon 1989
The Pull Of The Moon 2012-07-01
The Waterfalls of the Moon 1975
The Man, the Moon and the Marriage Vow 2011-07-15
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